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If you were anything like me, you would have visited your parents and grandparents, proceeded to pull out all your cherished family photos from the last time, and then spent hours passing through them and reliving the precious memories made throughout the years. Or maybe you have a ton of old
movies, movies and VHS tapes that you want to pull out of storage and go through all now and then. But did you know that you can take all the classic media and take it into the digital age? Not only is digitalization a great way to preserve all your memories for generations to come, but it can also be a
great way to surprise in your law by secretly collecting it all, sending it all to a company to have it digitalized and then presenting it to them as a gift. Results? Once digitalized, you'll no longer have to worry about old media fading over time. Instead, it can be automatically repaired with smart software
(think color recovery, red eye removal and rips stitching), and organized and easily searched by keyword (on a computer, tablet, phone or online cloud site). You can even share it with friends and family via email and social media, or use it to create fun projects like souvenir books, slideshows and fridge
magnets. The two main options for digitalizing your classic media are to do it yourself - which can be expensive, as every format requires compatible, time-consuming play back devices and can require quite a bit of technical expertise – or using a professional service such as the one co-founded by Nick
Macco and Adam Boeselager in their college garage in 2009 has become one of the largest digital companies in the world, helping 850,000 families and counting. Legacyboxes created to help families reconnect with their important recorded memories are lost on tape, movies and images that are outdated
and deteriorating, Macco said. In essence, it's a safe, simple, mailing solution to digitally convert your old media files like VHS and audio tapes, movies and/or photo printing. How does it work? Customers order their kits online, pack their media files upon arrival and send it in for digitalization. Each
product set includes step-by-step welcome instructions, a safety barcode for each vehicle and a up-to-face UPS shipping label. Customers then receive their digital files within 3-4 weeks or in the cloud, a USB drive or DVD. All the original files - old videotapes, reels, photos and recordings - were also
returned. It's important to ensure the safety and accessibility of your media for a number of reasons, according to Macco. Most importantly, so you can transmit your most beloved memories to generations to come. It's a simple process that will give you peace of mind that key moments of your past won't
be lost forever, he said. An occasion that reinforced the importance of digitalization i was in the early days of the company when I digitalized media files belonging to my grandparents about their lives and our families together. I digitalized them for a slideshow we played at their 50th wedding anniversary,
which was then shared around with our entire family. It makes people shed tears. I know by my family's response that what we are doing - giving families back to the best of their lives - is something that has an impact and something worth keeping. What are the advantages for digitalization? Macco's top
reasons for digitalizing your media include: 1. It provides peace of mind When your media isn't digitalized, a lot can go wrong, he said. Not only do you need a safe place to store it, but there is always a risk of natural disasters, loss during movement or deterioration due to wear and tear. Primary storage
locations (such as wardrobes, basements or trunks) can be compromised, but if your memories are digitalized, you can rest assured that they will be protected against damage forever. 2. It helps declutter your media digital homepage that can create space for optimal storage, according to Macco. Once
the trash can full of old media and home videos is digitalized, it can free up space in closet, trunks and shelves, he said. We've even seen customers re-use vintage images around their homes after the digitalization process is complete. Ads When you digitalize your memories, you no longer have to
break old photo albums and can share as you like with anyone, anywhere. Instead, all you have to do is upload your digital media and tap send. Just like that, you can re live and recall all your precious memories with the most important people, near and far from Macco said. 4. It helps Pass Down Your
Family History If you want to ensure family traditions and memories are lasting, it is important to pass your memories on to your children and grandchildren for generations to come, he said. You can replace old tape boxes with easy-to-share cloud links that can be shared with the whole family and
beyond. What's the best way to digitalize old photos? VHS tapes? Each format is digitally preserved a little differently, according to Macco. Even slides, negatives, and photo prints differ in how they are best captured. However, all items are processed manually. Our film digitalization process is the same
frame-by-frame method used by the Film Academy, he said. It's amazing what you can discover on the old reels. Is the process expensive? Legacybox offers a wide range of kits to match the number of items customers want to digitalize, along with a range of price points. A starter items are $59.99, for
example, while a family set of 10 items costs $279.99, wardrobe set 20 items is $549.99 and trunk set 40 items $1,099.99. All vary in the number of photos, tapes, sounds, and scrolls you can digitalize. There are many other companies that offer similar services as well. Good. Do I have to worry about
something happening to my original media in the process? We have designed our products and experience to give our customers peace of mind throughout every step of the digitalization process with our pioneering 12-step tracking system, Macco said. Each digital set comes with a barcode label for
each media file that the customer sends, so that it is tracked throughout the entire process. Modern, high-tech digital tools are then used to ensure that the final digital versions look beautiful and are professionally produced. By Daniel Westlake A movie soundtrack is one of the most important parts of a
movie, but few people know how or where to download them. You can buy the track at iTunes or AmazonMP3. However, there are some online sites where you can download great soundtracks that you've heard in that movie the other day. All you need to do is identify the film, composer and check out
one of these sites. A database extends beyond the opening theme song, the song on credits or the melody of all the dancing characters - it has less noticeable numbers from a movie that only real fans realize. With over 45,000 film title to choose from, SoundtrackCollector.com is for serious musician and
soundtrack enthusiasts who are truly a fan of composers and the often brilliant and highly appreciated work they do for each film. With what may be the largest database of soundtracks online, ArtistDirect.com offers most of these downloads for free (for a fee that must be paid to access others). However,
most of the easiest to find soundtracks are authentic pop songs that have been purchased for the soundtrack, not necessarily from composers who have made soundtracks. Keep this in mind if you are looking for something reasonable and er00% meaningful. Last.fm has most of the tracks in its database
- the challenge comes with finding those songs. If you're going to Last.fm this free music track, provide all keyword information to determine their location. Some of the title is listed by movie, some are listed by composer and others are listed only by title. Don't be discouraged if you can't find it originally - or
just use one of the other sites listed above. Some streaming services have existed for years without the option of downloading shows and movies to watch offline, but that functionality is already available on Day 1 on Disney+. There are over 600 titles to go into, enough to queer hundreds of hours of The
Simpsons without even a fifth of what's available. Perfect for plane trips and people spending savings data, the download function of the service - toxic for mobile applications like that of this text - very simple even Olaf can use it and with every qualified title, it's just a matter of finding out what you want.
Here, we'll get it. through the process of downloading and deleting movies and shows from your Disney+ app. Explore Disney+ Download movies and shows on Disney+ Step 1: Choose the quality of your downloads Before we're happy, let's talk about file sizes. If you're hurting storage space on your
iPhone or Android smartphone, Disney+ includes a quality-changing feature that lets you sacrifice visual intelligence for a smaller digital footprint. Open the Disney+ app on your smartphone (iOS, Android) and click on your profile icon at the bottom right. From there, navigate to App settings &gt;
download. You will see options for standard, medium and high, the following are likely to offer no higher than 1080p resolution. Step 2: Download your content Because you can view any Disney+ title offline, without guessing or filtering to find downloadable content. The hardest part of this particular task is
finding out what you want to see. Once you've figured that out, all you need to do from the list of movies or shows is to tap the download button, located on the far right side of the Play button below the title logo. For shows, you can also find a separate download button next to each episode if you don't
want the whole season. Disney takes care of the magic from there. It's a relatively fast download on Wi-Fi, especially at lower quality, so you could probably snag dozens of movies in the hours before your flight if you forgot to do it the night before. Step 3: Watch your downloaded movie and show all that's
left to do now is enjoy yourself! An easy way to find your downloads is to tap the download icon, always visible at the bottom right of the Disney+ app. All your content will be listed here, sorted by when you download. Tap the play button on the zoom out of any content you want to see and turn off the
feature you go to. The episodes listed are a little different — they're nested under a single label, and tapping on it will show all the episodes you've downloaded for that show, grouped seasonally. You can also find these headlines through regular searches and browsing. You'll know something available
for offline viewing if you see the smartphone icon where the download button usually is located. How much space do I need? The amount of storage that each title eats is based primarily on video length and resolution, and with other variables playing into the equation - the largest being your quality
settings - this number can vary greatly. We downloaded three movies of similar length and resolution - a few of the Star Wars movies, clocked just over two hours per movie - to see how each option affects file size. Empire Strikes with a standard quality of 0.92GB for 2 hours, 7 minutes running time, while
the average A New Hope needs 1.4GB in 2 hours 4 minutes. It's a modest jump compared to Return of the high quality, need 5.5GB in 2 hours 14 minutes. For the show, a 39-minute episode of The Mandalorian in high quality takes 1.5GB, but only 270MB on standard and 424MB on average. Finally, at a
3 hour, 1 minute running time, The Avengers: End Game needs a whopping 7.1GB. Using the data above, you can make a preliminary estimate of how much space you'll need to store everything you want. You can combine and match by adjusting your quality settings before you start downloading. Now
will also be a great time to set whether you require a Wi-Fi connection to download content, an option those on limited data should definitely consider. Disney+ allows downloads of wi-fi only by default. What's going on? As explained above, everything in the Disney+ category can be downloaded for offline
consumption. Whether it's the entire season of Darkwing Duck or every movie from the Marvel Cinematic Universe, if it's on Disney+, you can download it. Unlike some other services, Disney+ is pretty loose on restrictions. To get started, you can download a single title on up to 10 different devices at
once, and you can download any of them as often as you want. The only thing Disney requires is that you connect to Disney+ every 30 days. How do I remove a title? Eventually, you'll want to make room for something new. Whether you want to clear a single title or a bunch all at once, Disney+ makes
the task delightfully simple. Step 1: Delete a Single title When you want to remove the title from your device, the process is much simpler than downloading a file. In fact, it takes you just a few seconds to delete something from Disney+. First, find your content by going to the download. You can access the
download area by tapping the second icon from the right on the app's navigation bar. Find the movie you want to delete and click the smartphone icon to the right of the movie title. Choose Delete Download and the title will escort itself right away from the memory of your smartphone. If you're deleting a
few selected movies or shows, here's a simple way to do it. Step 2: Remove all games There are two easy ways to delete multiple titles at once from your Disney+ profile. From the Downloads section, choose Edit – located at the top right of the screen. Multiple squares will appear near your title. Click on
a square to select the corresponding title. Once you've marked all the headlines you want to remove, select the recycle bin icon. Similarly, you can click the Select All button to select the title to remove. If you press the Select All second button, this un-selects all your headlines. If you're looking for a faster
solution to bulk deletion, Disney+ offers it. You can tap your profile icon at the bottom right and tap App settings &gt; all downloads. This option allows you to throw things away with a button, button, add room for any new titles you want to download next. Editor's recommendations
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